
BOULDER VALLEY LACROSSE PRACTICE PLAN 1:  Early Season 
 
0:00   DYNAMIC STRETCHING (U12+):   Frankensteins, lunges, skips, confident walk, shuffle, 
karaoke, Bobby Browns, butt-kickers, back pedal, jog, sprint.   Goal is to get the blood flowing 
and warm up muscles gradually.  “Static” stretching is strongly discouraged before a game or 
practice; it is encouraged between multiple games in one day.   
0:05-0:12  HASH MARK TRANSITION PASSING:  All players in 2 lines at one end of field.  Players 
in each line pair up and shuffle to opposite end of field keeping stick in outside hand passing 
back & forth.  Then reverse direction. 

 LEVER passing first.  Quick Stick.  Windup.  Windup into Face Dodge. Face Dodge into 
Shovel Pass, or Behind The Back (BTB).   

 Coaches demonstrating and assisting with hand positioning.   

 Players encouraged to use correct outside hand preferably, but all strong hand is OK.  
0:12-0:20   STAR DRILL:  Players arranged at five points in the shape of a star.  Player passes ball 
to two points away, then follows his pass by running to the end of the next line.  Players rotate 
through standard passes include catch R, throw R, then catch L, throw L, then catch L, throw R, 
then catch R, throw L, then groundballs.   This drill emphasizes greater awareness than standard 
line drills, as players must be alert to flying balls as they pass through the star.  Once players 
understand the drill, add in a second ball.    Variation:  X5 finishes with a shot on goal instead of 
passing back to X1. 
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0:20-0:35 7 LINE GBs: REVIEW 4v3 ATTACK POSITIONING— NO FLAT BREAK.  Organize 
according to practice numbers (4v3 preferred).  4 lines of White, 3 lines of Green.  Coach rolls 
out GB.  If white possesses, play to a shot.  If green possesses, pass to goalie and clear ball to 
midfield.  Switch offense & defense after 8 mins.  Coaches focusing on "SHAPES" for O & D.   
For 7 line GBs:  4 O always spread out into BOX, 3 D forming Triangle.  O stays spread out, D 
rotates opposite to ball movement.    DISCUSS 4 v3 Fast Break setup for attackmen= L  shape 
0:35-0:50  CROSS CAGE SHOOTING:  No Goalies in cage—have goalie shoot.  Set up 2 lines up 
top facing the goal & 2 feeder spots along GLE but not right next to goal.  Feeders (A1 and A2 
below) can be coaches or players depending upon skill.  Have a pile of balls for each feeder.    

 Player in first line (S1 below) cuts to opposite pipe and receives feed from A1 at GLE 
spot, then shoots on cage.  After feeding, player can rotate to feeder line or back to 
other shooting line.   

 Alternate line cuts (S2 below).  Practice Shooting On The Run 1st (8 min) then Time & 
Room Shooting (8 min).   
 



0:50- 1:05   ENGLAND DRILL:  Transition/progression drill building from 2v1 to 6v5.  Add in 1 O 
and 1 D player simultaneously to progress through odd man situations which teach offense how 
to find the open man and defense how to slide.  Line up Attack and Mids at midfield line.  Line 
up Defense and Mids along sideline.  Two offensive players start on field against one defensive 
player.  After shot or turnover, one player from O line and one player from D line sprints into 
drill, building from 2v1 to 3v2 to 4v3 to 5v4 to 6v5.   
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1:05-1:20  WEST GENNY DRILL: Continual 3v2 with cages set about 40 yards apart.   
Divide players into two teams, green and white at separate ends.  Players A1, A2, and A3 
attacking two defenders B1 & B2.  After shot on cage or errant pass, last player to touch ball 
sprints back to his line and other two players remain on defense.   
 
Example:  A2 shoots on cage, G makes save.  B1 and B2 step off. A2 sprints back to his original 
side of field.   A1 and A3 remain on field to defend vs B3, B4, and B5 who now attack opposing 
goal after outlet pass from G.   

 Coaches valuing offensive ability to attack, to draw a slide and dump to the open man.   

 Coaches valuing defensive ability to get in the hole, to communicate, and to slide and 
recover in transition situations.    
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1:20-1:30  2x2 PROGRESSION DRILL:   What if “West Genny” and “England” had a baby ?  
Starts out with A1 and A2 attacking B1 in a 2v1.  Then A1 and A2 retreat to the hole.  B3 and B7 
step on and join B1 to attack the other end in a 3v2.  Then A3 and A4 step on to attack, etc.  
Play out to 6v5, then stop and start the first 2v1 the other way.   
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